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DICV plant in Oragadam: Start of Production of
BharatBenz and Mercedes-Benz buses
 DICV to manufacture new range of BharatBenz and Mercedes-Benz buses at Oragadam plant


With an investment of INR 425 cr, the bus plant has an initial capacity of 1,500 units which
can be further expanded to 4,000 units subsequently



The new BharatBenz and Mercedes-Benz buses are all set to hit the roads soon

Oragadam/Chennai: Today, the first BharatBenz bus has rolled off the production line at the Daimler
India Commercial Vehicles (DICV) plant in Oragadam. The start of production marks the beginning of
another chapter in DICVs success story as it becomes a full-fledged CV manufacturer in the Indian
market. The buses are designed and manufactured keeping the evolving market needs and consumer
expectations in mind to establish new standards in the Indian bus segment.
BharatBenz buses manufactured at the Oragadam plant will be front-engine for short distance travel
targeting school, staff and tourist transportation. The premium segment will be addressed with MercedesBenz rear-engine buses for inter-city transportation. The new plant will manufacture buses with gross
vehicle weight of 9, 16 and above 16 ton range. The first to roll off the line was a BharatBenz school bus.
With the new BharatBenz school bus DICV wants to raise the bar in terms of safety for a secure
transport of children. The school buses are equipped with the latest safety features. In combination
with reliability and low running costs for schools, they are a great choice for operators. Next to the
school buses, the BharatBenz staff buses are a cost effective and a comfortable mode of transit for
employees. The newly developed buses are provided with several features that ensure a smooth ride
to office. In addition to this, BharatBenz tourist buses are designed towards high fuel efficiency and

low maintenance cost to minimize expenses for operators. The visually appealing and comfortable
buses help the operator to focus on maximizing his profits.
With the new multi-axle coach DICV is introducing the next generation of Mercedes-Benz buses and
the first 15m bus in India. The light weight body and the high end styling together with the increased
capacity make it the most attractive product for intercity applications.
Speaking on the Occasion, Mr. Markus Villinger, Managing Director, Daimler Buses India said, “It is a
significant occasion for us as we start production of Made in India buses for the Indian market at our
Oragadam plant. The buses are engineered to provide value to our customers and offer them suitable
products with our two brand strategy. We see enormous potential for growth in the market as the volume
of the Indian market for buses weighing over eight tons is set to double by the year 2020.”

DICV plant in Oragadam and export of bus chassis
After today’s start of production of buses, the DICV plant is the only Daimler Trucks plant worldwide
to produce trucks, buses and engines with three brands - Mercedes-Benz, BharatBenz and FUSO under one roof. The bus chassis are rolled out from the same assembly line as that of BharatBenz
trucks, as they are technologically similar to the medium-duty BharatBenz trucks. This showcases
once more the flexibility of DICV’s assembly lines. Before the local bus production started, DICV has
already started to export its bus chassis from India to Egypt in February, other markets to follow in
future. Because the chassis are technically similar to those of the medium-duty BharatBenz truck,
export activities from Chennai started even before the bus plant opened
Daimler India Commercial Vehicles Pvt. Ltd.
Daimler India Commercial Vehicles (DICV) is a 100% subsidiary of Daimler AG, Stuttgart, Germany. DICV is a fully fledged
commercial vehicle player in the Indian market. It currently produces and sells above 9 to 49 tonne trucks for the Indian
volume market, under the brand name – BharatBenz. BharatBenz stands for Indian engineering with German DNA. Under its
bus division, the company will produce and sell BharatBenz buses and Mercedes-Benz buses from its manufacturing plant at
Orgadam. Bharat-Benz products have been engineered to serve all major customer segments with a focus on total-cost-of
ownership, safety, reliability and comfort.
Under the umbrella of Daimler Trucks Asia, DICV and MFTBC (Mitsubishi Trucks and Bus corporation) are optimizing research
activities, product development and sourcing. The DICV built FUSO trucks from Oragadam are exported to markets in South
East Asia, Africa, and Latin America.
The state-of-the-art production plant at Oragadam, near Chennai, spreads over 400 acres (160 hectares). It includes a
modern test track designed to simulate Indian conditions – making it one of its kind in Asia. DICV has made an initial

investment of 4,400cr and additional 425cr for the bus plant facility (approximately €750 million). Sustainability being a core
of Daimler’s corporate culture, DICV will focus on creating efficient, reliable and ecologically friendly products.
Disclaimer: This document contains forward-looking statements that reflect our current views about future events. The
words “anticipate,” “assume,” “believe,” “estimate,” “expect,” “intend,” “may,” ”can,” “could,” “plan,” “project,” “should” and
similar expressions are used to identify forward-looking statements. These statements are subject to many risks and
uncertainties, including an adverse development of global economic conditions, in particular a decline of demand in our most
important markets; a worsening of the sovereign-debt crisis in the Eurozone; an exacerbation of the budgetary situation in
the United States; a deterioration of our refinancing possibilities on the credit and financial markets; events of force majeure
including natural disasters, acts of terrorism, political unrest, industrial accidents and their effects on our sales, purchasing,
production or financial services activities; changes in currency exchange rates; a shift in consumer preference towards
smaller, lower-margin vehicles; or a possible lack of acceptance of our products or services which limits our ability to achieve
prices and adequately utilize our production capacities; price increases in fuel or raw materials; disruption of production due
to shortages of materials, labor strikes or supplier insolvencies; a decline in resale prices of used vehicles; the effective
implementation of cost-reduction and efficiency-optimization measures; the business outlook of companies in which we hold
a significant equity interest; the successful implementation of strategic cooperations and joint ventures; changes in laws,
regulations and government policies, particularly those relating to vehicle emissions, fuel economy and safety; the resolution
of pending government investigations and the conclusion of pending or threatened future legal proceedings; and other risks
and uncertainties, some of which we describe under the heading “Risk and Opportunity Report” in Daimler’s most recent
Annual Report. If any of these risks and uncertainties materialize or if the assumptions underlying any of our forward-looking
statements prove to be incorrect, the actual results may be materially different from those we express or imply by such
statements. We do not intend or assume any obligation to update these forward-looking statements since they are based
solely on the circumstances at the publication date.

